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Teka, 
integrated 
functionality

Teka has two lines of products to meet  
the workspaces needs to have functional 
closets and containers: Teka equipped 
partition and Teka partition equipment.

The absence of a plinth and the clean lines are 
devices that combine functionality and harmony 
of shapes.

Both lines have modules with a interaxis 500  
or 1000 mm and a maximum height of 3500 mm. 
The structure is made up of melamine-faced 
chipboard sides and 22 mm thick horizontal 
structural shelves. 

The depth of Teka equipped partition is 
462 mm in the Wide version and 376 mm 
in the Slim version. The depth of Teka partition 
equipment is 444 mm in the Wide version 
and 358 mm in the Slim version.  

Lower and upper pressers allow for partition 
leveling and height compensation of + or -20 mm.

The partitions have compartments that can  
be inspected for the passage of systems. 
The internal-structural shelves of the closets  
are in 22 mm thick melamine-faced chipboard  
in silver gray color. Their maximum capacity  
is 30 Kg.

On 18 mm thick doors it is possible to install 2 
or 3 90 degree hinges with a knob or an opening 
handle. A “dust cover” profile is inserted between 
the two doors of the closet.

The mobile shelves are metallic and silver gray, 
with a maximum capacity of 50 kg.

Doors, backs, sides and tops are in melamine 
chipboard and the finish is chosen from  
the Mangini color range, the interior is gray.
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Teka
equipped 
partition
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Teka  
partition 
equipment
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Teka  
technical 
details
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Bianco Polo

Grigio

Avorio

Empire Manhattan

Tortora cera

Rochfeller Manhattan

Teka  
covering 
finishing
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Rio Bravo

Olmo rosè

Concrete

Shetland

Rio Colorado

Olmo Cipria

Korten

Tweed

Mohair

Golf Club

Wall



Headquarter:  
SP. 237 per Noci, 8
70017 Putignano (Ba) - Italy

Sales Management and Showroom:
Via Belfiore, 9
20145 Milano (Mi) - Italy

T +39 080.8972931
T +39 02.49789703
M contact@mangini.it
www.mangini.it

The sign
of safety
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